This paper proposes a new optimal control synthesis algorithm for multirobot systems under global temporal logic tasks. Existing planning approaches under global temporal goals rely on graph search techniques applied to a product automaton constructed among the robots. In this paper, we propose a new sampling-based algorithm that builds incrementally trees that approximate the state space and transitions of the synchronous product automaton. By approximating the product automaton by a tree rather than representing it explicitly, we require much fewer memory resources to store it and motion plans can be found by tracing sequences of parent nodes without the need for sophisticated graph search methods. This significantly increases the scalability of our algorithm compared to existing optimal control synthesis methods. We also show that the proposed algorithm is probabilistically complete and asymptotically optimal. Finally, we present numerical experiments showing that our approach can synthesize optimal plans from product automata with billions of states, which is not possible using standard optimal control synthesis algorithms or model checkers.
logic (LTL) [6] , [7] , that are developed in concurrency theory. Given a task described by a formal language, model checking algorithms can be employed to synthesize correct-by-construction controllers that satisfy the assigned tasks.
Control synthesis for mobile robots under complex tasks, captured by LTL formulas, build upon either bottom-up approaches when independent LTL expressions are assigned to robots [8] [9] [10] or top-down approaches when a global LTL formula describing a collaborative task is assigned to a team of robots [11] , [12] , as in this paper. Common in the above works is that they rely on model checking theory [6] , [7] to find paths that satisfy LTL-specified tasks, without optimizing task performance. Optimal control synthesis under local and global LTL specifications has been addressed in [13] , [14] , and [15] [16] [17] , respectively. In top-down approaches [15] [16] [17] , optimal discrete plans are derived for every robot using the individual transition systems that capture robot mobility and a nondeterministic Büchi automaton (NBA) that represents the global LTL specification. Specifically, by taking the synchronous product among the transition systems and the NBA, a synchronous product automaton can be constructed. Then, representing the latter automaton as a graph and using graph-search techniques, optimal motion plans can be derived that satisfy the global LTL specification and optimize a cost function. As the number of robots or the size of the NBA increases, the state space of the product automaton grows exponentially and, as a result, graph-search techniques become intractable. Consequently, these motion planning algorithms scale poorly with the number of robots and the complexity of the assigned task.
To mitigate these issues, we propose an optimal control synthesis algorithm for multirobot systems under global temporal specifications that avoids the explicit construction of the product among the transition systems and the NBA. Motivated by the RRT * algorithm [18] , we build incrementally through a Büchi-guided sampling-based algorithm directed trees that approximately represent the state space and transitions among states of the synchronous product automaton. Specifically, first a tree is built until a path from an initial to an accepting state is constructed. This path corresponds to the prefix part of the motion plan and is executed once. Then, a new tree rooted at an accepting state is constructed in a similar way until a cycledetection method discovers a loop around the root. This cyclic path corresponds to the suffix part of the motion plan and is executed indefinitely. The advantage of the proposed method is that approximating the product automaton by a tree rather than representing it explicitly by an arbitrary graph, as existing works do, results in significant savings in resources both in terms of memory to save the associated data structures and in terms of computational cost in applying graph search techniques. In this way, our proposed model-checking algorithm scales much better compared to existing top-down approaches. Also, we show that the proposed LTL-based planning algorithm is probabilistically complete and asymptotically optimal. We present numerical simulations that show that the proposed approach can synthesize optimal motion plans from product automata with billions of states, which is impossible using existing optimal control synthesis algorithms or the off-the-shelf symbolic model checkers PRISM [19] and NuSMV [20] .
To the best of our knowledge, the most relevant works are presented in [21] [22] [23] [24] . In [21] , a sampling-based algorithm is proposed which builds incrementally a Kripke structure until it is expressive enough to generate a motion plan that satisfies a task specification expressed in deterministic μ-calculus. Specifically, in [21] , since control synthesis from ω-regular languages requires cyclic patterns, an RRG-like algorithm is employed to construct a Kripke structure. However, building arbitrary graph structures to represent transition systems, compromises scalability of temporal logic planning methods since, as the number of samples increases, so does the density of the constructed graph increasing in this way the required resources to save the associated structure and search for optimal plans using graph search methods. Therefore, the algorithm proposed in [21] can be typically used only for single-robot motion planning problems in simple environments and for LTL tasks associated with small NBA. Motivated by this limitation, in [22] , a sampling-based temporal logic path planning algorithm is proposed, that also builds upon the RRG algorithm, but constructs incrementally sparse graphs representing transition systems that are then used to construct a product automaton. Then, correct-by-construction discrete plans are synthesized applying graph search methods on the product automaton. However, similar to [21] , as the number of samples increases, the sparsity of the constructed graph is lost and as a result this method does not scale well to large planning problems either. Common in the works [21] , [22] is that a discrete abstraction of the environment is built until it becomes expressive enough to generate a motion plan that satisfies the LTL specification. To the contrary, our proposed sampling-based approach, given a discrete abstraction of the environment [25] [26] [27] [28] [29] , builds trees, instead of arbitrary graphs, to approximate the product automaton. Therefore, it is more economical in terms of memory requirements and does not require the application of expensive graph search techniques to find the optimal motion plan, but instead it tracks sequences of parent nodes starting from desired accepting states. In this way, we can handle more complex planning problems with more robots and LTL tasks that correspond to larger NBA, compared to the ones that can be solved using the approach in [22] . Moreover, we show that our proposed planning algorithm is asymptotically optimal, which is not the case in [22] .
In our previous work [23] , [24] , we have proposed samplingbased planning algorithms for multirobot systems under global temporal logic tasks. Specifically, [23] transforms given transition systems that abstract robot mobility into trace-included transition systems with smaller state spaces that are still rich enough to construct motion plans that satisfy the global LTL specification. However, this algorithm does not scale well with the number of robots, since it relies on the construction of a product automaton among all agents. A more tractable and memory-efficient approach is proposed in [24] that builds trees incrementally, similar to the approach proposed here, that approximate the product automaton. Here, we extend the work in [24] by improving the sampling process of the algorithm so that samples are drawn among the sets of nodes that are reachable from the current tree rather than drawn arbitrarily from the state space of the product automaton, as in [24] . Since the state-space of the product automaton can be arbitrarily large drawing samples randomly can result in very slow growth of the tree, since these samples are not necessarily reachable from the current tree, as we show through numerical experiments. As in [24] , here too we show that the proposed algorithm is probabilistically complete and asymptotically optimal. Nevertheless, the completeness and optimality proofs are entirely different due to the different sampling process. To the best of our knowledge, this is the first optimal control synthesis algorithm for global temporal task specifications that is probabilistically complete, asymptotically optimal, and scalable, as it is resource efficient both in terms of memory requirements and computational time.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Section II, we provide a brief overview of LTL, and in Section III, we present the problem formulation. In Section IV, we describe our proposed sampling-based planning algorithm and we examine its correctness and optimality in Section V. Numerical experiments are presented in Section VI.
II. PRELIMINARIES
In this section, we formally describe LTL by presenting its syntax and semantics. Also, we briefly review preliminaries of automata-based LTL model checking. A detailed overview of this theory can be found in [6] .
LTL is a type of formal logic whose basic ingredients are a set of atomic propositions AP, the Boolean operators, i.e., conjunction ∧ and negation ¬, and two temporal operators, i.e., next and until U. LTL formulas over a set AP can be constructed based on the following grammar: φ ::
For the sake of brevity we abstain from presenting the derivations of other Boolean and temporal operators, e.g., always , eventually ♦, implication ⇒, which can be found in [6] .
An infinite word σ over the alphabet 2 AP is defined as an infinite sequence σ = π 0 π 1 π 2 . . . ∈ (2 AP ) ω , where ω denotes an infinite repetition and π k ∈ 2 AP ∀k ∈ N. The language Words(φ) = σ ∈ (2 AP ) ω |σ |= φ is defined as the set of words that satisfy the LTL formula φ, where |=⊆ (2 AP ) ω × φ is the satisfaction relation.
Any LTL formula φ can be translated into a NBA over (2 AP ) ω denoted by B [30] , which is defined as follows:
where Inf(ρ B ) represents the set of states that appear in ρ B infinitely often. The words σ that result in an accepting run of B constitute the accepted language of B, denoted by L B . It is proven [6] that the accepted language of B is equivalent to the words of φ, i.e., L B = Words(φ).
III. PROBLEM FORMULATION
Consider N mobile robots that evolve in a complex workspace W ⊂ R d according to the following dynamics:
, where x i (t) and u i (t) are the position and the control input associated with robot i, i ∈ {1, . . . , N}. We assume that there are W disjoint regions of interest in W that are worth investigation or surveillance. The jth region is denoted by j and it can be of any arbitrary shape. Given the robot dynamics, robot mobility in the workspace W can be represented by a weighted transition system (wTS) obtained through an abstraction process [25] [26] [27] [28] [29] .The wTS for robot i is defined as follows
Given the robot dynamics, if there is a control input u i that can drive robot i from location j to e , then there is a transition from state
is a cost function that assigns weights/cost to each possible transition in wTS. For example, such costs can be associated with the distance that needs to be traveled by robot i in order to move from state q j i to state q k i ; (d) AP i = W j =1 {π j i } is the set of atomic propositions, where π j i is true if robot i is inside region j and false otherwise; and (e) L i : Q i → 2 AP i is an observation/output relation giving the set of atomic propositions that are satisfied in a state, i.e., L i (q j i ) = π j i . Given the definition of the wTS, we can define the synchronous product transition system (PTS), which captures all the possible combinations of robots' states in their respective wTS i , as follows [6] :
where with slight abuse of notation q PTS = (q 1 , . . . , q N ) ∈ Q PTS , q i ∈ Q i . The state q PTS is defined accordingly. In words, this transition rule says that there exists a transition from q PTS to q PTS if there exists a transition from q i to q i for all i ∈ {1, . . . , N}; (d) w PTS : Q PTS × Q PTS → R + is a cost function that assigns weights/cost to each possible transition in PTS, defined
where q PTS , q PTS ∈ Q PTS , and Π| wTS i q PTS stands for the projection of state q PTS onto the state space of wTS i . The state Π| wTS i q PTS ∈ Q i is obtained by removing all states in q PTS that do not belong to Q i ; (e) AP = N i=1 AP i is the set of atomic propositions; and, (f) L PTS = ∀i L i : Q PTS → 2 AP is an observation/output relation giving the set of atomic propositions that are satisfied at a state q PTS ∈ Q PTS .
In what follows, we give definitions related to the PTS, that we will use throughout the rest of the paper. An infinite path τ of a PTS is an infinite sequence of states, τ = τ (1)τ (2)τ (3) . . . such that τ (1) = q 0 PTS , τ (k) ∈ Q PTS , and (τ (k), τ(k + 1)) ∈→ PTS ∀k ∈ N + , where k is an index that points to the kth entry of τ denoted by τ (k). A finite path of a PTS can be defined accordingly. The only difference with the infinite path is that a finite path is defined as a finite sequence of states of a PTS. Given the definition of the weights w PTS in Definition 3.2, the cost of a finite path τ , denoted byĴ(τ ), can be defined aŝ
In (1), |τ | stands for the number of states in τ . In words, the cost (1) captures the total cost incurred by all robots during the execution of the finite path τ . Notice that the cost functionĴ(·) is additive, i.e.,Ĵ(τ 1 |τ 2 ) =Ĵ(τ 1 ) +Ĵ(τ 2 ), where τ 1 and τ 2 are two finite paths of the PTS so that there is a feasible transition from the last state in τ 1 to the first state in τ 2 , according to → PTS , and | stands for concatenation. Also, sinceĴ(·) is additive and w PTS (q PTS , q PTS ) ≥ 0 by Definition 3.2, we get thatĴ(·) is monotone, i.e.,Ĵ(τ 1 ) ≤Ĵ(τ 1 |τ 2 ).
The trace of an infinite path τ = τ (1)τ (2)τ (3) . . . of a PTS, denoted by trace(τ ) ∈ (2 AP ) ω , where ω denotes infinite repetition, is an infinite word that is determined by the sequence of atomic propositions that are true in the states along τ , i.e., trace(τ ) = L(τ (1))L(τ (2)) . . . .
Given the PTS and the NBA B that corresponds to the LTL φ, we can now define the PBA P = PTS ⊗ B [6] , as follows: 
. Transition from state q P ∈ Q P to q P ∈ Q P , is denoted by (q P , q P ) ∈−→ P , or q P −→ P q P ; (d) w P (q P , q P ) = w PTS (q PTS , q PTS ) ≥ 0, where q P = (q PTS , q B ) and q P = (q PTS , q B ); and (e)
is a set of accepting/final states.
In what follows, we assume that the robots have to accomplish a complex collaborative task captured by a global LTL statement φ defined over the set of atomic propositions AP = N i=1 AP i . Given such an LTL formula φ, we define the language Words(φ) = {σ ∈ (2 AP ) ω |σ |= φ}, where |=⊆ (2 AP ) ω × φ is the satisfaction relation, as the set of infinite words σ ∈ (2 AP ) ω that satisfy the LTL formula φ. Given such a global LTL formula φ and the PBA an infinite path τ of a PTS satisfies φ if and only if trace(τ ) ∈ Words(φ), which is equivalently denoted by τ |= φ.
Given an LTL formula φ, if there is a path satisfying φ, then there exists a path τ |= φ that can be written in a finite representation, called prefix-suffix structure, i.e., τ = τ pre [τ suf ] ω , where the prefix part τ pre is executed only once followed by the indefinite execution of the suffix part τ suf [14] , [31] . The prefix part τ pre is the projection of a finite path of the PBA, i.e., a finite sequence of states of the PBA, denoted by p pre , onto Q PTS , which has the following structure p pre = (q 0
The suffix part τ suf is the projection of a finite path of the PBA, denoted by p suf , onto Q PTS , which has the following structure
. Then our goal is to compute a plan τ = τ pre [τ suf ] ω = Π| PTS p pre [Π| PTS p suf ] ω , where Π| PTS stands for the projection on the state space Q PTS , so that the following objective function is minimized
which captures the total cost incurred by all robots during the execution of the prefix and a single execution of the suffix part. In (2),Ĵ(τ pre ) andĴ(τ suf ) stands for the cost of the prefix and suffix part, where the cost functionĴ(·) is defined in (1), i.e.,Ĵ(τ pre )
). Specifically, in this paper we address the following problem.
Problem 1: Given a global LTL specification φ, and transition systems wTS i , for all robots i, determine a discrete team plan τ that satisfies φ, i.e., τ |= φ, and minimizes the cost function (2) .
A. A Solution to Problem 1
Problem 1 is typically solved by applying graph-search methods to the PBA, see, e.g., [14] , [31] . Specifically, to generate a motion plan τ that satisfies φ, the PBA is viewed as a weighted directed graph G P = {V P , E P , w P }, where the set of nodes V P is indexed by the set of states Q P , the set of edges E P is determined by the transition relation −→ P , and the weights assigned to each edge are determined by the function w P . Then, we find the shortest paths from the initial states to all reachable final/accepting states q P ∈ Q F P and projecting these paths onto the PTS results in the prefix parts τ pre,a , where a ∈ {1, . . . , |Q F P |}. The respective suffix parts τ suf,a are constructed similarly by computing the shortest cycle around the ath accepting state. All the resulting motion plans τ a = τ pre,a [τ suf,a ] ω satisfy the LTL specification φ. Among all these plans, we can easily compute the optimal plan that minimizes the cost function defined in (2) by computing the cost J(τ a ) for all plans and selecting the one with the smallest cost; see, e.g., [14] , [16] , [17] .
IV. SAMPLING-BASED OPTIMAL CONTROL SYNTHESIS
Since the size of the PBA can grow arbitrarily large with the number of robots and the complexity of the task, constructing this PBA and applying graph-search techniques to find optimal plans, as discussed in Section III-A, is resource demanding and computationally expensive. In this section, we propose a sampling-based planning algorithm that is scalable and constructs a discrete motion plan τ in prefix-suffix structure, i.e., τ = τ pre [τ suf ] ω , that satisfies a given global LTL specification φ. The procedure is based on the incremental construction of a directed tree that approximately represents the state space Q P and the transition relation → P of the PBA defined in Definition 3.3. The construction of the prefix and the suffix part is described in Algorithm 1. In Algorithm 1, first the LTL formula is trans-
. Then, in lines 2-7, the prefix parts τ pre,a are constructed, followed by the construction of their respective suffix parts τ suf,a in lines 9-21. Finally, using the constructed prefix and suffix parts, the optimal plan τ = τ pre,a * [τ suf,a * ] ω |= φ is synthesized in lines 22-23. In what follows, we denote by G T = {V T , E T , Cost} the tree that approximately represents the PBA P . Also, we denote by q r P the root of G T . The set of nodes V T contains the states of Q P that have already been sampled and added to the tree structure. The set of edges E T captures transitions between nodes in V T , i.e., (q P , q P ) ∈ E T , if there is a transition from state q P ∈ V T to state q P ∈ V T . The function Cost : V T :→ R + assigns the cost of reaching node q P ∈ V T from the root q r P of the tree. In other words,
where q P ∈ V T and τ T is the path in the tree G T that connects the root to q P .
A. Construction of Prefix Parts
In this Section, we describe how to construct the tree G T = {V T , E T , Cost} that will be used for the synthesis of the prefix part [see lines 2-7, Algorithm 1]. Since the prefix part connects an initial state q 0 
The root q r P of the tree is an initial state q 0 P = (q 0 PTS , q 0 B ) of the PBA and the following process is repeated for each initial
The construction of the tree is described in Algorithm 2 [see line 6, Algorithm 1]. In line 4 of Algorithm 1, Q 0 B (b 0 ) stands for the b 0 th initial state assuming an arbitrary enumeration of the elements of the set Q 0 B . The set V T initially contains only the root q r P , i.e., an initial state of the PBA [see line 1 , Algorithm 2] and, therefore, the set of edges is initialized as E T = ∅ [see line 2, Algorithm 2]. By convention, we assume that the cost of q r P is zero [see line 3, Algorithm 2].
1) Sampling a State q new
P ∈ Q P : The first step in the construction of the graph G T is to sample a state from the state space of the PBA. This is achieved by a sampling function Sample; see Algorithm 3. Specifically, we first create a state q rand
The probability density function f rand (q P |V T ) defines the probability of selecting the state q P ∈ V T as the state q rand P at iteration n of Algorithm 2 given the set V T . We make the following assumption for f rand (q P |V T ).
remains the same for all iterations n and for a given state q P ∈ V T is monotonically decreasing with respect to the size of |V T |. This also implies that for a given q P ∈ V T , the probability f rand (q P |V T ) remains the same for all iterations n if the set V T does not change. 3) Independent samples q rand P can be drawn from f rand .
By definition of f rand (q P |V T ) we have that q rand P always belongs to V T . Also, by assumption 4.1(i), we have that any node q P ∈ V T has a nonzero probability to be selected as the node q rand P . Also, notice that assumption 4.1(ii) is reasonable, as it requires that the probability of selecting a given state q P ∈ V T decreases as the cardinality of V T increases. An example of a distribution that satisfies Assumption 4.1 is the discrete uniform
Notice that other sampling methods for q rand P can be employed that do not require the more strict conditions of Assumption 4.1(ii); see Remark 7.1 in Appendix A.
Given a state q rand PTS , we define its reachable set in the PTS
i.e., R PTS (q rand PTS ) ⊆ Q PTS collects all the states q PTS ∈ Q PTS that can be reached from q rand PTS in one hop. Then, we sam-
(ii) For a given q rand PTS , the distribution f new (q PTS |q rand PTS ) remains the same for all iterations n. (iii) Given a state q rand PTS , independent samples q new PTS can be drawn from the probability density function f new .
By definition of f new (q PTS |q rand PTS ), we have that q rand PTS always belongs to R PTS (q rand PTS ). Also, observe that by Assumption 4.2(i), we have that any node q P ∈ R PTS (q rand PTS ) has a nonzero probability to be q new PTS . Moreover, notice that the state q rand P can change at every iteration n and, therefore, clearly, so does the reachable set R PTS (q rand PTS ). Nevertheless, observe that the set R PTS (q rand PTS ) remains the same for all iterations n for a given q rand PTS . Finally, note that other sampling methods for q new PTS can be employed that do not require the more strict conditions of Assumption 4.2(ii); see Remark 7.2 in Appendix A.
Remark 4.3 (Reachable set R PTS (q rand PTS )): In practice, in order to obtain the state q new PTS we do not need to construct the reachable set R PTS (q rand PTS ), which is a computationally expensive step. In fact, we only need the reachable sets R TS i (q rand i ), for all robots i, that collect all states that are reachable from the state In order to build incrementally a graph whose set of nodes approximates the state space Q P , we need to append to q new PTS a state from the state space Q B of the NBA B. Let q new B = Q B (b) [see line 7, Algorithm 2] be the candidate Büchi state that will be attached to q new PTS , where Q B (b) stands for the bth state in the set Q B assuming an arbitrary enumeration of the elements of the set Q B . The following procedure is repeated for 
that collects all states q P ∈ V T that satisfy the transition rule (q P , q new P ) ∈→ P , i.e., all states that can directly reach q new P [see line 1, Algorithm 4] . If the resulting set R → V T (q new P ) is empty then the sample q new P is not added to the tree. On the other hand, 
where 
due to (1) and (3). Algorithm 4 is illustrated in Fig. 1, as . Specifically, we rewire the nodes in q P ∈ V T that can get connected to the root q r P through the node q new P if this rewiring can decrease their cost Cost(q P ). The rewiring process is described in Algorithm 5 and is illustrated in Fig. 2 .
In Algorithm 5, we first construct the reachable set
that collects all states of q P ∈ V T that satisfy the transition rule (q new P , q P ) ∈→ P , i.e., all states that can be directly reached by q new P [see line 1, Algorithm 5] . Then, for all states
we check if their current cost Cost(q P ) is greater than their cost if they were connected to the root through q new P Fig. 2 . Graphical depiction of Algorithm 5. The black square stands for the root of the tree and the gray disks and the blue diamond represent nodes in the set V T . Black arrows represent transitions captured by E T . The blue diamond stands for the state q new P . Dashed gray arrows stand for the edges that will be deleted from the set E T during the execution of Algorithm 5 (see line 4, Algorithm 5). Red arrows stand for the new edges that will be added to E T during the execution of Algorithm 5 (see line 5, Algorithm 5). Fig. 3 . Graphical depiction of detecting cycles around a final/accepting state P(a) (black square) which acts as the root of the tree. The red diamond stands for a state q P ∈ S a . Solid red arrows stand for the path that connects the state q P ∈ S a to the root P(a). The dashed red arrow implies that a transition from q P to P(a) is feasible according to the transition rule −→ P ; however, such a transition is not included in the set E T . The cycle around the accepting state P(a) is illustrated by solid and dashed red arrows.
[see line 3, Algorithm 5]. If this is the case for a node q P ∈ R ← V T (q new P ), then the new parent of q P becomes q new P , i.e, a directed edge is drawn from q new P to q P , and the edge that was connecting q P to its previous parent is deleted [see lines 4-5, Algorithm 5]. The cost of node q P is updated as Cost(q P ) = Cost(q new P ) + w PTS (Π| PTS q new P , Π| PTS q P ) to take into account the new path through, which it gets connected to the root [see line 6, Algorithm 5] . Once a state q P gets rewired, the cost of all its successor nodes in G T , collected in the set
is updated to account for the change in the cost of q P [see line 6, Algorithm 5].
4) Construction of Paths:
The construction of the tree G T ends after n pre max iterations, where n pre max is user specified [see line 4, Algorithm 2]. Then, we construct the set P = V T ∩ X pre goal [see line 13, Algorithm 2] that collects all the states q P ∈ V T that belong to the goal region X pre goal . Given the tree G T and the set P [see line 6, Algorithm 1] that collects all states q P ∈ X pre goal ∩ V T , we can compute the prefix plans [see lines 7-7, Algorithm 1]. In particular, the path that connects the ath state in the set P, denoted by P(a), to the root q r P constitutes the αth prefix plan and is denoted by τ pre,a [line 7, Algorithm 1]. Its computation is described in Algorithm 6. Specifically, the prefix part τ pre,a is constructed by tracing the sequence of parents of nodes starting from the node that represents the accepting state P(a) and ending at the root of the tree [see lines 1-7, Algorithm 6]. The parent of each node is computed by the function parent :
By convention, we assume that parent(q r P ) = q r P . In line 7, Π| PTS p T stands for the projection of the path p T onto the state space of the PTS. In line 4 of Algorithm 6, | stands for the concatenation of paths. Thus, for the resulting prefix plan τ pre,a , it holds that τ pre,a (1) = Π| PTS q r P and τ pre,a (|τ pre,a |) = Π| PTS P(a).
B. Construction of Suffix Parts
Once the prefix plans τ pre,a for all a ∈ {1, . . . , |P|} are constructed, the corresponding suffix plans τ suf,a are constructed [see lines 9-9, Algorithm 1]. Specifically, every suffix part τ suf,a is a sequence of states in Q P that starts from the state P(a) and ends at the same state P(a), i.e., a cycle around state P(a) where any two consecutive states in τ suf,a i respect the transition rule → P . To construct the suffix plan τ suf,a i we build a tree G T = {V T , E T , Cost} that approximates the PBA P , in a similar way as in Section IV-A, and implement a cycle-detection mechanism to identify cycles around the state P (a). The only differences are that: (i) the root of the tree is now q r P = P(a), i.e., it is an accepting/final state [see line 10, Algorithm 1] detected during the construction of the prefix plans, (ii) the goal region corresponding to the root q r P = P(a), is defined as
and, (iii) we first check if q r P ∈ X suf goal , i.e., if (Π| B q r P , L(Π| PTS q r P ), Π| B q r P ) and if the cost of such a self loop has zero cost, i.e., if w P (q r P , q r P ) = 0 [see line 12, Algorithm 1]. If so, the construction of the tree is trivial, as it consists of only the root, and a loop around it with zero cost [see line 13, Algorithm 1]. 3 If q r P / ∈ X suf goal , then the tree G T is constructed by Algorithm 2 [see line 15, Algorithm 1] . Once a tree rooted at q r P = P(a) is constructed, a set S a ⊆ V T is formed that collects all states q P ∈ V T ∩ X suf goal (q r P ) [see lines 12, 15, Algorithm 1]. Then for each state q P ∈ S a , we compute the costĴ(τ suf,e ) of each possible suffix planτ suf,e , for all e ∈ {1, . . . , |S a |}, associated with the root q r P . By construction of the cost functions Cost andĴ(·), it holds thatĴ(τ suf,e ) = Cost(S a (e)) + w PTS (Π| PTS S a (e), Π| PTS q r P ), where S a (e) stands for the eth state in the set S a . Among all detected suffix plansτ suf,e associated with the accepting state P(a), we select the suffix plan with the minimum cost, which constitutes the suffix plan τ suf,a [see lines 19-9, Algorithm 1]. This process is repeated for all a ∈ {1, . . . , |P|} [see line 9, Algorithm 1]. In this way, for each prefix plan τ pre,a we construct its corresponding suffix plan τ suf,a , if it exists.
C. Construction of Optimal Discrete Plans
By construction, any motion plan τ a = τ pre,a [τ suf,a ] ω , with S a = ∅, and a ∈ {1, . . . , |P|} satisfies the global LTL specification φ. The cost J(τ a ) of each plan τ a is defined in (2) . Given an initial state q 0 B ∈ Q 0 B , among all the motion plans τ a |= φ, we select the one with the smallest cost J(τ a ) [see line 21, [16] . For asynchronous execution of the plan τ , we only need to add "traveling states" to the transition systems that capture cases where robots i are traveling from states q j i ∈ Q i to q e i ∈ Q i that satisfy (q j i , q e i ) ∈→ i . More details about the traveling states can be found in [16] . Note that adding traveling states to the trees increases the computational cost of synthesizing plans that can be executed asynchronously and satisfy the assigned LTL formula.
D. Complexity Analysis
The memory resources needed to store the PBA as a graph structure G P = {V P , E P , w P }, defined in Section III-A, using its adjacency list is O(|V P | + |E P |) [32] . On the other hand, the memory needed to store a tree, constructed by Algorithm 2, that approximates the PBA is O(|V T |), since |E T | = |V T | − 1. Due to the incremental construction of the tree we get that |V T | ≤ |V P | < |V P | + |E P |, which shows that our proposed algorithm requires fewer memory resources compared to existing optimal control synthesis algorithms that rely on the construction of the PBA [16] , [17] .
Next, observe that the time complexity of sampling the state q new PTS in Algorithm 3 is O( i |Q i |); see also Remark 4.3. Moreover, the time complexity of extending the graph towards q new P 3 Clearly, any other suffix part will have nonzero cost and, therefore, it will not be optimal and it will be discarded by Algorithm 1 [see lines 19-20, Algorithm 1]. For this reason, the construction of the tree G T is terminated if a self-loop around q r P is detected.
is O(|V T |(N + 1)); see Algorithm 4. The reason is that Algorithm 4 can be equivalently written as a for-loop over the set V T where we first examine if q P ∈ V T can reach q new P , based on the transition rule → P , and then we compute the cost of such a transition while keeping track of the node q P ∈ V T that incurs the minimum cost. These calculations have cost O(N + 1) and the time complexity of the for-loop over V T is O(|V T |). With this implementation of Algorithm 4, we do not need to construct the set R → V T (q new P ). 4 For the same reason, the time complexity of the rewiring step is O(|V T |(N + 1)); see Algorithm 5. Finally the time complexity of Algorithm 6 that finds a path in the tree G T is O(|V T |). On the other hand, using the Dijkstra algorithm to find the shortest path from an initial to a final state or a cycle around a final state of a PBA is O(|E P | + |V P | log(|V p |)); clearly, it holds that |E P | + |V P | log(|V P |) > |V T |. If the PBA is represented as an implicit graph using its transition rule → P , then we can apply the uniform cost search algorithm [33] , [34] to find the optimal prefix and suffix paths with time and space complexity O(b 1+C * / ), where b is the branching factor of G P , C * is the optimal cost of either the prefix or suffix path, and > 0 is the minimum increase in the cost of the path as we move from one node of G P to another. Note that this approach is also memory efficient since it does not require the explicit construction of the PBA but it can become computationally intractable (i) for dense graphs, i.e., as b increases or (ii) for long paths, i.e., as C * / increases. In comparison, the computational cost per iteration of our algorithm depends linearly only on |V T | and the size of the network and not on the structure of G P .
V. CORRECTNESS AND OPTIMALITY
In this section, we first characterize the rate at which the constructed trees grow, and then, we provide the main results pertaining to the probabilistic completeness and optimality of the proposed Algorithm 1. In what follows, we denote by G n T = {V n T , E n T , Cost} the tree that has been built by Algorithm 2 at the nth iteration for the construction of either a prefix or suffix part. Also, we denote the nodes q rand P and q new P at iteration n by q rand,n P and q new,n P , respectively. Moreover, in the following results, we denote the reachable set of q P ∈ Q P in the state space of the PBA by:
that collects all states q P ∈ Q P that can be reached from q P ∈ Q P in one hop. Assume that R P (q rand,n P ) = ∅. This means that for the state q rand,n P = (q rand,n PTS , q rand,n B ), there are either no states q PTS that satisfy condition (i), or no states q B that satisfy condition (ii), or possibly both. If there are no states q PTS that satisfy condition (i), then q rand,n PTS is a terminal state of the PTS, i.e., R PTS (q rand,n PTS ) = ∅, where R PTS (q rand,n PTS ) is defined in (6) . As a result, this implies that we cannot create any state q new,n PTS ∈ R PTS (q rand,n PTS ) and, therefore, it is trivial to see that no states will be added to V n T at iteration n and the tree will not change at iteration n. On the other hand, if there are no states q B that satisfy condition (ii),
, then q rand,n PTS is a state at which the LTL formula φ is violated, by construction of the NBA. However, this does not necessarily mean that the tree will remain the same at iteration n. The reason is that if R PTS (q rand,n PTS ) = ∅, then there exist states q new,n PTS ∈ R PTS (q rand,n PTS ) and, consequently, states q new,n P = (q new,n PTS , Q B (b)) can be constructed. Such states can possibly be added to the tree if there exists a state q P ∈ V n T such that q P ∈ R → Clearly, if q rand,n PTS is both a terminal state of PTS and a state at which φ is violated, then the tree will remain unchanged at iteration n. 5 Next, assume that R P (q rand,n P ) = ∅. Following the same logic as in the previous case, this means that q rand,n PTS is not a terminal state of the PTS, i.e., R PTS (q rand,n PTS ) = ∅, and q rand,n PTS is not a state at which the LTL formula φ is violated. Since R PTS (q rand,n PTS ) = ∅ and since q new,n PTS ∈ R PTS (q rand,n PTS ) by construction, we get that q new,n P = (q new,n PTS , Q B (b)) satisfies condition (i) for all b. Next, since q rand,n PTS is not a state at which the LTL formula φ is violated, this means that there is at least one value for b, denoted hereafter byb, such that q rand,n ), if q rand,n PTS is either a terminal state of the PTS, i.e., R PTS (q rand,n PTS ) = ∅, where R PTS (q rand,n PTS ) is defined in (6), or a state at which the LTL formula φ is violated, or both. For example, if the PTS has no terminal states and the LTL formula does not include the negation operator ¬, i.e., there are no states in Q PTS that can violate φ, then R P (q P ) = ∅, ∀q P ∈ Q P .
To show that Algorithm 1 is probabilistically complete and asymptotically optimal we need first to show the following results that rely on the second Borel-Cantelli lemma [35] presented below. The proofs of the following lemmas are provided in Appendix A. 5 Observe that if R P (q rand,n P ) = ∅, then the state q rand,n P ∈ V n T will remain forever a leaf node in the tree G n T . [35] ): Consider a sequence of independent events A = {A n } ∞ n =1 . If ∞ n =1 P (A n ) = ∞ then P (lim sup n →∞ A n ) = 1, i.e., the probability that infinitely many events A n occur is 1.
Lemma 5.3 (Borel-Cantelli
Lemma 5.4 (Sampling q rand,n P ): Consider any state q P ∈ V n T and any fixed iteration index n. Then, there exists an infinite number of subsequent iterations n + k, where k ∈ K and K ⊆ N is a subsequence of N, at which the state q P ∈ V n T is selected by Algorithm 3 to be the node q rand,n+k P . Using Lemma 5.4, we can show the following result for the node q new,n PTS . Lemma 5.5 (Sampling q new,n PTS ): Consider any state q rand,n P = (q rand,n PTS , q rand,n B ) ∈ V n T selected by Algorithm 3 and any fixed iteration index n. Then, for any state q PTS ∈ R PTS (q rand,n PTS ), where R PTS (q rand,n PTS ) is defined in (6), there exists an infinite number of subsequent iterations n + k, where k ∈ K and K ⊆ K is a subsequence of the sequence of K defined in Lemma 5.4, at which the state q PTS ∈ R PTS (q rand,n PTS ) is selected by Algorithm 3 to be the node q new,n+k PTS . By Lemma 5.5, we have the following corollary for the state q new,n P . (12), there exists an infinite number of iterations n + k, where k ∈ K and K is the subsequence defined in Lemma 5.5, at which the state q P ∈ R P (q rand,n P ), is selected by Algorithm 3 to be the node q new,n+k P . Using Corollary 5.6, we can show the following result for the reachable set R P (q rand,n P ). ) ∈ V n T selected by Algorithm 3 and any fixed iteration index n. Then, Algorithm 2 will add to V n +k T all states that belong to the reachable set R P (q rand,n P ), where R P (q rand,n P ) is defined in (12) , as k → ∞, with probability 1, i.e.,
Using Lemma 5.4, we can show that Lemma 5.7 holds for all nodes q P ∈ V n T . This result is stated in the following corollary. Corollary 5.8 (Reachable set R P (q P )): Given any state q P = (q PTS , q B ) ∈ V n T , Algorithm 2 will add to V n T all states that belong to the reachable set R P (q P ), as n → ∞, with probability 1, i.e., 
Using Corollary 5.8, in the next theorem, we show that Algorithm 1 is probabilistically complete.
Theorem 5.9 (Probabilistic Completeness): If there exists a solution to Problem 1, then Algorithm 1 is probabilistically complete, i.e., it will find with probability 1 a motion plan τ that satisfies the LTL specification φ, as n pre max → ∞ and n suf max → ∞. Proof: to show this result, we need to show that Algorithm 2 satisfies
for both goal regions X goal defined in (4) and in (11) . To show (15) , it suffices to show that the set of nodes V n T will eventually contain all states in the state space Q P that are reachable from the root q r P through a multihop path that respects the transition rule → P . 6 We collect these states in the set R ∞ P (q r P ), defined as
where the reachable set R m P (q r P ) collects all states q P ∈ Q P that are reachable from the root q r P in m-hops. 7 In mathematical terms, we need to show that
Since we assume that there exists a solution to Problem 1, if (17) holds, then R ∞ P (q r P ) ∩ X goal = ∅, which equivalently means that (15) holds, as well.
To show that (17) holds it suffices to show that the event
Then, the result follows due to (14) in Corollary 5.8. To show this, observe that if q ∈ R P (q P ), with q P ∈ V n T then, clearly q is reachable from the root q r P through a multihop path, since by construction of the tree there is a multihop path that connects q P to the root q r P , i.e., q ∈ R ∞ P (q r P ). Next, if q ∈ R ∞ P (q r P ) = V n T , then there exists a node q P ∈ R ∞ P (q r P ) = V n T , so that q is reachable from q P due to (16) , i.e., q ∈ R P (q P ).
To show that Algorithm 1 is asymptotically optimal, we need the following corollary that is proved in Appendix A.
Corollary 5.10 (Sampling q new,n P ): Consider any state q P ∈ V n T and any fixed iteration n. Then, there exists and infinite number of subsequent iterations n + k, where k ∈ K is the subsequence defined in Lemma 5.5, at which the state q P ∈ V n T is selected by Algorithm 3 to be the node q new,n+k P . Theorem 5.11 (Asymptotic Optimality): Assume that there exists an optimal solution to Problem 1. Then, Algorithm 1 is asymptotically optimal, i.e., the optimal motion plan for a given LTL formula φ will be found with probability 1, as n pre max → ∞ and n suf max → ∞. In other words, the discrete motion plan τ that is generated by this algorithm for a given global LTL specification φ satisfies P lim n pre max →∞,n suf max →∞ J(τ ) = J * = 1 (18) where J is the cost function (2), J * is the optimal cost, and n pre max and n suf max are the maximum number of iterations of Algorithm 2 for the prefix and suffix part synthesis, respectively.
Proof: To show that Algorithm 2 is asymptotically optimal, we will show that as n pre max → ∞ and n suf max → ∞, all states q P ∈ V n T are connected to the root q r P through the path in the PBA that has the minimum cost. A necessary and sufficient condition for this is to show that as n pre max → ∞ and n suf max → ∞, the set of edges E n T of the tree G n T constructed by Algorithm 2 contains the transitions between states in the plans τ pre, * and τ suf, * , where τ * = τ pre, * [τ suf, * ] ω is the optimal motion plan. Specifically, to 6 Recall that the root for the construction of the prefix parts is q r P = (q 0 PTS , q 0 B ), where q 0 B is each possible state in Q 0 B , and for the construction of the suffix parts the root q r P is each possible final state detected during the construction of the prefix parts. 7 The superscript ∞ in (16) means that the reachable set collects all states that are reachable from q r P in the state space Q P in any number of hops.
prove that, we first show that every node q P ∈ V n T will get rewired only a finite number of times as n → ∞, which means that the cost of each node will converge to a finite number, as n → ∞ (necessary condition that guarantees convergence). Then, we show that this means that the cost of every node q P has converged to its optimal cost, which equivalently means that the set of edges E n T of the tree G n T constructed by Algorithm 2 contains the transitions between states in the optimal prefix τ pre, * and suffix τ suf, * part (sufficient condition).
To show that every node q P ∈ V n T will get rewired only a finite number of times as n → ∞ we use contradiction. Assume that as n → ∞, there exists a node q P for which rewiring will take place infinitely often. Equivalently, this means that the path that connects q P to the root q r P of the tree will change infinitely often. This can happen if: (i) The sets V n T and E n T are infinite as n → ∞. This is not possible by construction of the PBA, since |V n T | ≤ |Q P | < ∞ for all n ∈ N + ; (ii) The sets V n T and E n T are finite but the cost of each node q P ∈ V n T is not bounded below. This is not possible, by definition of the PBA, since the cost of all states q P ∈ Q P is bounded below by 0; and (iii) The sets V n T and E n T are finite but the path that connects q P to q r P in the tree G n T , denoted by π n (q P ), reoccurs periodically. This means that there exist constantsn, K > 0 so that π mn (q P ) = π mn +K (q P ) for all n > mn and m ∈ N +
In what follows, we show by contradiction that case (iii) is not possible either. With slight abuse of notation, we denote by Cost n (q P ) the cost of q P at iteration n. Since, by assumption, q P gets rewired indefinitely, we have that
for anyn, K > 0 and for all m ∈ N + . Clearly, this contradicts the fact that π mn (q P ) = π mn +K (q P ), which implies that Cost mn (q P ) = Cost mn +K (q P ). Therefore, as n → ∞, every node q P ∈ V n T will get rewired only a finite number of times.
Next, we show by contradiction that when rewiring has ended for all nodes in V n T , every node in the constructed tree has achieved its optimal cost. Specifically, assume that rewiring has ended for all nodes and that there exists at least one node q P ∈ V n T that has not reached its optimal cost. This means that there exists at least one pair of nodes q P ∈ V n T and q P ∈ V n T such that (i) q P → P q P and (ii) if q P gets rewired to q P the cost of q P will decrease. However, by Corollary 5.10, q P will be selected by Algorithm 3 to be q new,n+k P infinitely often, meaning that q P will eventually get rewired to q P by Algorithm 2. This contradicts the fact that rewiring has ended for all nodes in V n T . Therefore, when all nodes have been rewired finitely many times and the rewiring process has terminated, every node q P has achieved its optimal cost. Finally note that by Theorem 5.9, as n → ∞ we have that V n T = R ∞ P (q r P ) with probability 1. Since R ∞ P is fixed (because Q P is finite), so is V n T as n → ∞. Moreover, since Problem 1 has a solution, V n T also includes the final state q F P that appears in τ pre, * as n → ∞. Therefore, by the above argument, as n → ∞, every state in V n T , including the final state q F P , will reach its optimal cost with probability 1. This means that the cost of the path that corresponds to the prefix part constructed by Algorithm 2 that connects the final state q F P to the root q r P will beĴ(τ pre, * ). Following the same logic, the cost of the respective suffix part, i.e., the cycle around the final state q F P will beĴ(τ suf, * ).
VI. NUMERICAL EXPERIMENTS
In this section, we present two case studies, implemented using MATLAB R2016a on a computer with Intel Xeon CPU at 2.93 GHz and 4 GB RAM, that illustrate our proposed algorithm and compare it to existing methods. The first case study pertains to a motion planning problem with a PBA that has 3099 363912 states. Recall that the state space of the PBA defined in Definition 3.3 has Π N i=1 |Q i ||Q B | states. This problem cannot be solved by standard optimal control synthesis algorithms, discussed in Section I, that rely on the explicit construction of the PBA defined in Section III, due to memory requirements. Representing the PBA as an implicit graph and using the uniform-cost search (UCS) algorithm [33] , [34] to find the optimal plan also failed to detect a final state within 24 h. In fact, our implementation for both approaches of the algorithm presented in Section III-A cannot provide a plan for PBA with more than few millions of states and transitions either due to memory requirement or excessively high runtime. This problem cannot be solved by the off-the-shelf model checker PRISM either, due to excessive memory requirements. Our implementation of [23] failed also to provide a motion plan for the considered case study due to the large state space of the resulting PBA. On the other hand, NuSMV can generate a feasible, but not the optimal, plan that satisfies the considered LTL-based task. A direct comparison with [22] cannot be made, since in [22] samples of the robot positions are drawn from the continuous space, which is not the case here. Note, however, that as the size of the regions that observe the atomic propositions in [22] becomes smaller, more samples are needed to construct expressive enough transition systems that are needed to generate a motion plan. In this case, the state space of the PBA may become too large to store, let alone apply graph search methods. This issue becomes more pronounced, as the size of the NBA increases. Also, scalability in [22] relies on the construction of a sparse graph rather than a tree as in our proposed method. However, sparsity of the graph is lost as the number of samples increases. Moreover, we also compare the proposed control synthesis algorithm to our previous work [24] and we show a significant improvement in terms of scalability, due to the fast exploration of the state space of the PBA as predicted by Proposition 5.1. In the second case study, we consider a motion planning problem with a PBA that has 6144 states. This state space is small enough to manipulate and construct an optimal plan using the standard method described in Section III-A. In this simulation study, we examine the performance of the proposed algorithm in terms of runtime and optimality. In what follows, we consider discrete uniform distributions for both f rand and f new for all iterations n and also we assume that the weights w i defined in Definition 3.1 represent distance between locations.
A. Case Study I
In the first simulation study, we consider a team of N = 9 robots residing in a workspace with W = 9 regions of interest.
The transition system describing the motion of each robot has |Q i | = 9 states and 39 transitions, including self-loops around each state, as shown in Fig. 4(a) . The collaborative task that is assigned to the robots describes an intermittent connectivity problem, that was defined in our previous work [4] . Specifically, the robots move along the edges of a mobility graph and communicate only when they meet at the vertices of this graph. The communication network is intermittently connected Fig. 4 . Graphical depiction of the transition systems wTS i , for all robots i used in simulation study I ( Fig. 4(a) ) and II ( Fig. 4(b) ). Black disks represent the states of wTS i and red edges stand for feasible transitions among the states. if communication occurs at the vertices of the mobility graph infinitely often. This intermittent connectivity requirement can be captured by a global LTL formula, which for the case study at hand takes the form φ = [ ♦(π 5 1 ∧ π
In words, (a) robots 1 and 2 need to meet at location 5 infinitely often, (b) robots 2, 3, and 4 need to meet at location 1 , infinitely often, (c) robots 4, 5, and 6 need to meet at location 7 , infinitely often, (d) robots 6 and 7 need to meet at location 8 infinitely often, (e) robots 7 and 8 need to meet at location 4 , infinitely often, (f) robots 8 and 9 need to meet at location 3 , infinitely often, and (g) robots 1 and 2 should never meet at location 5 until robot 1 visits location 7 to collect some available information. This LTL formula corresponds to a NBA with |Q B | = 8 states, |Q 0 B | = 1, |Q F B | = 1, and 36 transitions. 8 In Algorithm 1, we select n pre max = n suf max = 6500. The first final state was detected in 13 minutes. After 6500 iterations that took approximately 30 min, |P| = 11 final states were detected and a tree G T with |V T | = 23893 nodes was constructed. Fig. 5(a) depicts the number of rejected states per iteration n of Algorithm 2, i.e., samples q new,n P / ∈ V n T that cannot be added to V n T at each iteration n, during the construction of the prefix part. Observe in Fig. 5(b) , that at every iteration n, there is at least one sample q new P that either is added to the tree if q new,n P / ∈ V n T or enables the rewiring operation if q new,n P ∈ V n T . Given the detected final states, the construction of the suffix part follows, where the average time to compute each suffix part τ pre,a , a = {1, . . . , 11} was 17 min. Given the prefix and suffix parts, the resulting optimal motion plan that satisfies the considered LTL task was synthesized in less than 1 s and its cost is J(τ ) =Ĵ(τ pre ) +Ĵ(τ suf ) = 387.2293 + 387.2293 = 774.4586 m. Notice also that storage of each of the constructed trees required approximately only 3 MBs while the computation of paths over the trees associated with either the prefix or the suffix part required 0.02 s on an average rendering our approach resource and computationally efficient. 
1) Comparison With [24]:
Next, we compare the proposed sampling approach with our previous work [24] in terms of their ability to minimize cost and grow the tree as a function of runtime. Before presenting the comparative results, recall first that [24] consists of two parts. In the first part, samples are drawn randomly from Q P . If these samples do not already belong to the tree but they are reachable from the tree, then the tree is extended towards them and the rewiring step follows, as in our proposed algorithm. If they are not reachable from the tree, then they are rejected, as in our proposed algorithm too. On the other hand, if these samples already belong to the tree, then they are rejected in [24] while in our proposed algorithm, rewiring to these samples follows. A more detailed description of this first part can be found in Algorithm 1 and 7 in [24] . The second part of [24] , that does not exist in our sampling-based algorithm, pertains to the optimization of the tree structure. Specifically, once the first part of [24] has been executed for a user-specified number of iterations, then a rewiring-based algorithm follows that minimizes the cost of each node; see Algorithm 5 in [24] . This algorithm is terminated once the set of edges of the tree stops changing and it is necessary to obtain asymptotic optimality of the method in [24] .
To compare Algorithm 1 and [24] , we executed Algorithm 1 and the first part of [24] three times for a duration of about 15 h per experiment. Notice that Algorithm 1 detected 338 final states in 15.42 h in average while [24] found 108 final states in 15.65 h in average. In every experiment, every time a new final state was detected, we computed the cost of the best prefix part, i.e., the minimum cost among all detected final states, and the size of the constructed tree. The evolution of the average cost with time is illustrated in Fig. 6 for both algorithms. Observe in Fig. 6 that the proposed algorithm can find the first final state in 30 min in average, while [24] can do so in 3.5 h, approximately. Also, observe in Fig. 6 that the prefix part generated by [24] has always a higher cost than the one synthesized by Algorithm 1. The reason is that the first part of [24] only partially optimizes the tree, as rewiring occurs only for samples that do not already exist in the tree but they are reachable from it. As discussed before, optimization of the tree structure is accomplished by the second part of [24] which, however, requires additional computational time. Fig. 6 also shows how the cost of the best [24] , respectively. The green dashed lines represent the evolution of the average cost of the best prefix part, when the second part of [24] is executed that stops extending the tree and instead it optimizes its structure. Fig. 7 . Simulation Study I. (a) Comparison of the average size of the tree built by Algorithm 1 (red line) and [24] (blue line) with respect to time, during the synthesis of the prefix part. The size of the tree is reported every time a new final state is detected. Red diamonds and blue squares denote a new final state detected by Algorithm 1 and [24] , respectively. The green dashed lines represent the average time that it takes for the second part of [24] to optimize the tree structure when the first two final states are detected. (b) Effect of sampling in the growth rate of the trees during the synthesis of the prefix part. The red and the blue lines show the evolution of the size of the tree with respect to iterations n when the proposed method and the first part of [24] are executed, respectively. prefix part changes with time during the execution of the second part of [24] . Observe that when [24] has optimized the tree that was built until the detection of the first final state (the last triangle in the top green dashed line in Fig. 6 ), our proposed method has already detected 338 final states and has also constructed a much better prefix part (the last red rhombus in Fig. 6 ), in terms of the cost functionĴ(τ pre ) defined in (1) . Fig. 7(a) , shows how the average size of the tree changes with time during the execution of our proposed algorithm and the first part of [24] . Observe that [24] explores the state space of the PBA faster than our proposed method, since at every iteration n the first part of [24] executes fewer operations due to the way the rewiring step is triggered, as discussed before. The time required to execute the second part of [24] that optimizes the tree structure is also depicted in Fig. 7(a) , that shows that [24] is much slower than our proposed method in synthesizing optimal plans. Finally, in Fig. 7(b) , we present the average size of the constructed trees per iteration n during the execution of the proposed algorithm and the first part of [24] . Observe that at any given iteration n the proposed method has built a much larger tree than [24] . The reason is that in [24] samples are taken arbitrarily from the state space Q PTS and, therefore, they are not necessarily reachable from the constructed tree and, as a result, they are rejected. On the other hand, here, samples are drawn from reachable sets accelerating the construction of the tree with respect to iterations n, as shown in Proposition 5.1.
2) Comparison With Off-the-Shelf Model Checkers:
Notice that the off-the-shelf model checker PRISM could not verify the considered LTL specification due to memory requirements. Specifically, PRISM could verify only a smaller part of the considered LTL formula that involved six robots, which wasφ = [ ♦(π 5 1 ∧ π 5 2 )] ∧ [ ♦(π 1 2 ∧ π 1 3 ∧ π 1 4 )] ∧ [ ♦(π 7 4 ∧ π 7 5 ∧ π 7 6 )]. In this case, the size of the state space of the PBA was |Q P | = 9 765 625. PRISM finished the modelchecking process in 1.5 min, while our method found a plan within 17 min. We also applied NuSMV to this problem that was able to generate a feasible plan within few seconds with cost equal to J(τ ) = J(τ pre ) + J(τ suf ) = 336.1216 + 336.1216 = 672.2431 meters while our method found a plan with cost J(τ ) = J(τ pre ) + J(τ suf ) = 298.5286 + 269.6571 = 568.1857 m. Notice that NuSMV can only generate a feasible plan and not the optimal plan, as our proposed algorithm does. The optimal control synthesis method described in Section III-A failed to design a plan that satisfies the considered LTL formula and so did the algorithm presented in [23] due to excessive memory requirements.
B. Case Study II
In the second simulation study, we consider a team of N = 2 robots. The transition system describing the motion of each robot is shown in Fig. 4(b) , and has |Q i | = 16 states and 70 transitions, including self-loops around each state. The assigned task is expressed in the following temporal logic formula: φ = ♦(π 6 1 ∧ ♦(π 1 4 2 )) ∧ (¬π 9 1 ) ∧ (π 1 4 2 → (¬π 1 4 2 Uπ 4 1 )) ∧ (♦π 1 2 2 ) ∧ ( ♦π 1 0 2 ), where the respective NBA has |Q B | = 24 states with |Q 0 B | = 1, |Q F B | = 4, and 163 transitions. In words, this LTL-based task requires (a) robot 1 to visit location 6 , (b) once (a) is true robot 2 to visit location 14 , (c) conditions (a) and (b) to occur infinitely often, (d) robot 1 to always avoid location 9 , (e) once robot 2 visits location 14 , it should avoid this area until robot 1 visits location 4 , (f) robot 2 to visit location 12 eventually, and (g) robot 2 to visit location 10 infinitely often. In this simulation study, the state space of the PBA consists of Π N i=1 |Q i ||Q B | = 6, 144 states, which is small enough so that the method discussed in Section III-A can be used to find the optimal plan. The cost of the optimal plan is J * = 14.6569 m.
Algorithm 1 was run for various values of the parameters n pre max and n suf max . Observe in Fig. 8 that as we increase n pre max and n suf max , the cost of the resulting plans decreases and eventually the optimal plan is found, as expected due to Theorem 5.11. The number of detected final states and runtime for each case are also depicted in the same figure. PRISM verified that there exists a motion plan that satisfies the considered LTL formula in few seconds and NuSMV in less than 1 s. However, neither of them can synthesize the optimal motion plan that satisfies the considered LTL task. For instance, the cost of the plan generated by NuSMV is 30.8995 m, while our algorithm can find the optimal plan with cost J * = 14.6569, as shown in Fig. 8. Fig. 5(b) depicts the number of rejected states with respect to the iterations n of Algorithm 2. Notice that, as in the previous simulation study, at every iteration n there is at least one state that is added to the tree.
VII. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we proposed a sampling-based control synthesis algorithm for multirobot systems under global LTL formulas. Existing planning approaches under global temporal goals rely on graph search techniques applied to a synchronous product automaton constructed among the robots. In this paper, we proposed a new sampling-based algorithm to build incrementally trees that approximated the state space and transitions of the synchronous product automaton increasing in this way significantly scalability of our method compared to existing model-checking approaches. Moreover, we showed that the proposed algorithm is probabilistically complete and asymptotically optimal. Finally, we presented numerical experiments that show that it can be used to synthesize optimal plans from product automata with billions of states, which was not possible using standard optimal control synthesis algorithms or off-the-shelf model checkers.
APPENDIX A PROOFS OF LEMMAS
A. Proof of Lemma 5.4 The proof of this results relies on Lemma 5.3. Let A rand,n+k (q P ) = {q rand,n+k P = q P }, with k ∈ N, denote the event that at iteration n + k of Algorithm 2 the state q P ∈ V n T is selected by the function Sample to be the node q rand,n+k P [see line 1, Algorithm 3]. Also, let P (A rand,n+k (q P )) denote the probability of this event, i.e., P (A rand,n+k (q P )) = f rand (q P |V n +k T ).
Next, define the infinite sequence of events A rand = {A rand,n+k (q P )} ∞ k =0 , for a given node q P ∈ V n T . In what follows, we show that the series ∞ k =0 P (A rand,n+k (q P )) diverges and then we complete the proof by applying Lemma 5.3. Recall first that the size of V n +k T cannot grow arbitrarily large, since it holds that |V n +k T | ≤ |Q P | < ∞, for all k ∈ N. Also, by Assumption 4.1(ii), we have that for a given q P ∈ V n T , the probability f rand (q P |V n +k T ) decreases monotonically with respect to |V n +k T |. From these two observations we deduce that
for all k ∈ N, where f rand (q P |Q P ) is the probability assigned to selecting the state q P ∈ V n T as q rand,n+k P when V n +k T = Q P . Note that f rand (q P |Q P ) is a strictly positive term due to Assumption 4.1(i). Also, f rand (q P |Q P ) is constant, by Assumption 4.1(ii), since Q P is a fixed set.
Next, since (19) holds for all k ∈ N, we have that
Since for any state q P ∈ Q P , we have that f rand (q P |Q P ) is a strictly positive constant term, the infinite ∞ k =0 f rand (q P |Q P ) diverges. Then, we conclude that
Combining (21) and the fact that the events A rand,n+k (q P ) are independent by Assumption 4.1(iii), we get that P (lim sup k →∞ A rand,n+k (q P )) = 1, due to Lemma 5.3. In other words, the events A rand,n+k (q P ) occur infinitely often, for all q P ∈ V n T . This equivalently means that for every node q P ∈ V n T , for all n ∈ N + , there exists an infinite subsequence K ⊆ N so that for all k ∈ K it holds q rand,n+k P = q P . 9 and a fixed node q P ∈ V n T , and even if it does not decrease monotonically with the cardinality of V n T , as long as this varying density function f n rand (q P |V n T ) is bounded below by a sequence g n (q P |V n T ), such that (20) and still yields (21) .
B. Proof of Lemma 5.5
This proof relies on Lemma 5.3 and resembles the proof of Lemma 5.4. Let q rand,n P ∈ V n T and define the infinite sequence of events A new = {A new,n+k (q PTS )} ∞ k =0 , for any given state q PTS ∈ R PTS (q rand,n PTS ), where A new,n+k (q PTS ) = {q new,n+k PTS = q PTS }, for k ∈ N, denotes the event that at iteration n + k of Algorithm 2 the state q PTS ∈ R PTS (q rand,n PTS ) is selected by the function Sample to be the node q new,n+k PTS [see line 3, Algorithm 3], given 9 Note that the subsequence K is different across the nodes q P ∈ V n T . a state q rand,n+k P = (q rand,n+k PTS , q rand,n+k B ) ∈ V n +k T . 10 Moreover, let P (A new,n+k (q PTS )) denote the probability of this event, i.e., P (A new,n+k (q PTS )) = f new (q PTS |q rand,n+k PTS ). Now, consider those iterations n + k with k ∈ K such that q rand,n+k P = q rand,n P by Lemma 5.4. We will show that the series k ∈K P (A new,n+k (q PTS )) diverges and then we will use Lemma 5.3 to show that q PTS ∈ R PTS (q rand,n+k PTS ) will be selected infinitely often to be node q new,n+k PTS .
Since q PTS ∈ R PTS (q rand,n+k PTS ) we have that P (A new,n+k (q PTS )) = f new (q PTS |q rand,n+k PTS ) is a strictly positive constant for all k ∈ K, by Assumption 4.2(i) and 4.2(ii). Therefore, we have that k ∈K P (A new,n+k (q PTS )) diverges, since it is an infinite sum of a strictly positive constant term. Using this result along with the fact that the events A new,n+k (q PTS ) are independent, by Assumption 4.2(iii), we get that P (lim sup k →∞ A new,n+k (q PTS )) = 1, due to Lemma 5.3. In words, this means that the events A new,n+k (q PTS ) for k ∈ K occur infinitely often. Thus, for every node q PTS ∈ R PTS (q rand,n PTS ) for all n ∈ N + , there exists an infinite subsequence K ⊆ K so that for all k ∈ K it holds q new,n+k PTS = q PTS . Remark 7.2 (Lemma 5.5): Lemma 5.5 holds even if Assumption 4.2(ii) does not hold, i.e., if for any given node q rand,n P ∈ V n T , the density function f new changes with iterations n + k, where k ∈ K, for which q rand,n P = q rand,n+k P , as long as it is bounded below by a sequence h n +k (q PTS |q rand,n PTS ), for all k ∈ K, such that k ∈K h n +k (q PTS |q rand,n PTS ) = ∞, for all q PTS ∈ R PTS (q rand,n PTS ).
C. Proof of Corollary 5.6
Recall that a state q P = (q PTS , q B ) belongs to R P (q rand,n P ) if q rand,n P → P q P , i.e., if (i) q rand,n PTS → PTS q PTS and (ii) q rand,n B L (q rand, n PTS ) −→ B q B . Then, to prove this result, it suffices to show that all states q P that satisfy both conditions (i) and (ii) are sampled infinitely often, which is a direct result from Lemma 5.5.
Specifically, observe first that, due to Lemma 5.5, for all states q PTS ∈ R PTS (q rand,n PTS ), i.e., for all states that satisfy condition (i), there exists an infinite number of iterations n + k, at which they will selected to be the nodes q new,n+k PTS with probability 1, for all n ∈ N. Second, given a state q new,n PTS ∈ R PTS (q rand,n PTS ), the states ) that satisfies (ii) will be sampled/constructed infinitely often. 11 Thus, for all states q P ∈ R P (q rand,n P ) there exists an infinite number of iterations n + k, with k ∈ K ⊆ K, at which they will be selected by Algorithm 3 to be the node q new,n+k P . 10 Recall that the reachable set R PTS (q rand,n PTS ) defined in (6) remains the same for all iterations n, for a given state q rand,n PTS . 11 Recall that the reachable set R P (q rand,n P ) defined in (6) remains the same for all iterations n, for a given state q rand,n P . D. Proof of Lemma 5.7 First note that (13) trivially holds for all states q rand,n P that satisfy R P (q rand,n P ) = ∅. Hence, in what follows we consider only states q rand,n P ∈ V n T that satisfy R P (q rand,n P ) = ∅. The proof of this result relies on Corollary 5.6. Specifically, recall that, due to Corollary 5.6, for all states q P ∈ R P (q rand,n P ), there exists an infinite number of iterations n + k, k ∈ K ⊆ K, such that q new,n+k P = q P . This means that with probability 1, there exists an iteration n + k of Algorithm 2 at which the state q new,n+k P = q P , will be sampled.
Since this iteration n + k satisfies q new,n+k P ∈ R P (q rand,n P ), we get that q rand,n ) in (7) and the fact that since q rand,n P belongs to V n T it also belongs to V n +k T . Therefore, R → V n + k T (q new,n+k P ) = ∅, which means that the state q new,n+k P = q P ∈ R P (q rand,n P ) will be added to the tree at iteration n + k by construction of Algorithm 4; see line 2 in Algorithm 4. We conclude, that for all states q P ∈ R P (q rand,n P ) there exists a subsequent iteration n + k at which they will be added to the tree with probability 1. 12 In mathematical terms, this result can be written as lim k →∞ P ({R P (q rand,n P ) ⊆ V n +k T }) = 1.
E. Proof of Corollary 5.8
This result is due to Lemmas 5.4 and 5.7. Specifically, by Lemma 5.7, we have that 
for a given state q rand,n P ∈ V n T ⊆ V n +k T and any iteration n ∈ N + . Also, by Lemma 5.4, we have that every state q P ∈ V n T will be selected infinitely often to be the node q rand,n+k P , as k → ∞. Therefore, we get that (22) holds for all states q P ∈ V n T , i.e., lim k →∞ P {R P (q P ) ⊆ V n +k T } = 1 ∀q P ∈ V n T .
Since (23) holds for any iteration n ∈ N + , we can rewrite (23) as lim n →∞ P ({R P (q P ) ⊆ V n T }) = 1 ∀q P ∈ V n T .
F. Proof of Corollary 5.10
The proof relies on Corollary 5.6 and Lemma 5.4. From Lemma 5.4, we have that for every state q P ∈ V n T there exists an infinite number of iterations n + k, with k ∈ K, at which the state q P is selected by Algorithm 3 to be the node q rand,n+k P . Also, for any iteration n and for any state q rand,n P , we know from Corollary 5.6 that for every state q P ∈ R P (q rand,n P ) there exists an infinite number of subsequent iterations n + k, with k ∈ K ⊆ K, at which the state q P is selected by Algorithm 3 to be the node q new,n+k P , given a node q rand,n P . Combining these two results, we get that for every state q P ∈ R P (q P ), and for all q P ∈ V n T , there exists an infinite number of subsequent iterations n + k, with k ∈ K , at which the state q P is selected 12 If the states q P ∈ R P (q rand,n P ) already belong to the tree then the rewiring step follows.
to be the node q new,n+k P . Equivalently, this means that for every state q P ∈ ∪ q P ∈V n T R P (q P ) there exists an infinite number of iterations n + k, with k ∈ K , at which the state q P , is selected to be the node q new,n+k
